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4. PAINKILLER & PROTOTYPING
Painkiller = your product, service, solution, etc.
Remember: your painkiller exists to kill the pain of your customers (and end users). It is not about you!
Describe:
Your existing painkiller

What your painkiller will look like when it is “finished”.

When will it be finished?

What resources are needed to finish it (skills, money, partnerships, etc.)?

Iterations needed until you have finished building your painkiller.
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3 THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN DEVELOPING YOUR PAINKILLER

1
2
3

5

You will not get it right the first time. It takes time and many iterations to “nail it”.

Don’t overwork the first, second, or third version of your prototype. It is easier for
your potential Customers and End Users on something that does;t look too polished or
even finished.
Don’t hesitate to show (off) your different versions. If you hesitate, then you have
fallen too much in love with your Painkiller.
Remember: Customer feedback is the best - really the only - way to know if you
are developing a Painkiller peopole will pay you for.

LEAVE THE BUILDING!

. . . and report what you learn

We have tried to delay you from focusing on your Painkiller. Why? Because you can’t know for sure what your
Painkiller should look like until you know all abuot the Pain(s) yuo are going to kill.
A Painkiller should always be under scrutiny. Stay on the lookout for ways to update, revise, and improve your Painkiller.
Building your Painkiller is an iterative process, driven by interaction with Customers and End Users, partners, and experts.
If you are not curious about feedback on your latest version of your Painkiller, or if you are not open to revising and redoing
it, then you have fallen into a trap that is very common (unfortunately) among entrepreneurs: you have fallen in love with
your Painkiller - not with killing your Customers’ Pain.
Questions to consider: when do your Customers “light up” or look delighted? When do they lean forward and really listen
when experiencing your prototype? What suggestioons do your Customers have for improvements? What one additional
attribute or change would they pay more for? What confuses your Customers about how to buy and / or use it?
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PROVE TO US YOUR PAINKILLER KILLS YOUR CUSTOMERS’ PAIN.

DATA FROM OTHER SOURCES

DATA FROM YOUR EXPERIENCES
(THIS MATTERS MORE!)

Quantitative data: numbers! These can
include statistics, survey results, market
size estimates, percentages, etc.
Sources may include: research reports,
surveys, news articles, economic data.
Qualitative data:
Sources: observations, conversations with
customers/end users, comments in online
forums, images, etc.
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PROVE TO US YOUR PAINKILLER KILLS YOUR CUSTOMERS’ PAIN.
How is the painkiller connected to the pain you suggest your customers have?

Describe the beauty of your painkiller in relation to the Pain in 140 characters or less.
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5. DELIGHT!
Delight = What is unique -- not only different -- with what you offering your Customers (and End Users). And, How do you
deliver this Delight?
Remember: Your delight might be in the painkiller, in the business model, in the customer acquisition, in the delivery, etc.
or in a new, cool, disruptive combination of several of those.
Describe:
What makes your Painkiller unique?

Why can only you and your team create this uniqueness?

Relate this delight back to the Pain that you will kill for your Customers and draw the relationship.
What resources will you need to “keep” or secure the emotional connection to your Customers? These might include skills, money, partnerships,
etc.
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5 THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN DEVELOPING DELIGHT

1

10

You can’t develop a Painkiller (that sells!) without staying close to and in frequent
contact with your Customers and End Users.

2

It will take time!

3

You have to have the “What” and the “How” to have Delight.

4

Don’t add any costs to your Painkiller’s What and How unless you are sure it
contributes too Delight.

5

The Delight is in the eyes of your Customers. What they find unqiue is what
matters!

LEAVE THE BUILDING!

. . . and report back

OK! Let’s get out there!
There is a fundamental difference between Unique Selling Proposition (USP) and Delight. While as USP is how you are unique in your
own (and your team´s) eyes, Delight is how you are unique in the eyes of your customers. We suggest you don’t confuse those. What is
important for growing an incredible successful and therefore investable business is that you know what the delight is. The only way of
knowing what it is and if you have captured it in what you offering to your customers is to, again, leave the building and find out!
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PROVE TO US YOU ARE DELIGHTING YOUR CUSTOMERS

DATA FROM OTHER SOURCES

DATA FROM YOUR EXPERIENCES
(THIS MATTERS MORE!)

Quantitative data: numbers! These can
include statistics, survey results, market
size estimates, percentages, etc.
Sources may include: research reports,
surveys, news articles, economic data.
Qualitative data:
Sources: observations, conversations with
customers/end users, comments in online
forums, images, etc.
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PROVE TO US YOU ARE DELIGHTING YOUR CUSTOMERS
How is the delight connected to the painkiller that is connected to the pain you suggest your customers have?add table here

Describe the Delight in 140 characters or less. Share it on any of your social media site and bring back what comments you get.
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UPLOAD

Save your work and upload it to the DaVinci Lauchpads Portal and we’ll send a few ideas and feedback.
And, congrats on taking those first few steps.
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